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Abstract
AIM
To provide an updated of recent findings about efficacy 
of cognitive-behavior therapy (CBT) in reduction of 
command hallucinations. 

METHODS
PubMed/MEDLINE, Cochrane Library, the Cumulative 
Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature, PsycINFO, 
ClinicalTrial.gov searches were performed using the 
keywords “hallucinations”, “behavioural therapy” and “ 
cognitive therapy” in order to identify relevant articles 
published during the years of 2011 to 2016. No language 
limits were used. Studies conducted within control group, 
reviews, editorials, were excluded. Data on efficacy, 
acceptability and tolerability were extracted by three 
authors independently. Disagreements were resolved in a 
consensus meeting or by another reviewer. 

RESULTS
A total of eight articles were eligible for inclusion. Two are 
randomized clinical trials (RCTs) and six are observational 
studies. The two RCTs included showed a greater 
efficacy of CBT compared to standard care on auditory 
hallucinations (AHs). Nevertheless, they considered 
different CBT models, particularly Treatment of Resistant 
Command Hallucinations and Cognitive Therapy for 
Command Hallucinations. As regards non RCT-studies, 
all papers included showed reduction on frequency and 
severity of AHs and distress related to them. However, the 
lack of content details within non-RCTs studies decreased 
their comparability. In terms of predictive variables, 
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our findings show that negative symptoms at baseline 
appeared to be the strongest predictor of the treatment 
efficacy. Indeed, negative symptoms showed a significant 
negative correlation on outcome.

CONCLUSION
Although more conclusive studies are still needed, we 
found some preliminary evidence for the efficacy of CBT 
in the treatment of command hallucinations. 

Key words: Auditory hallucinations; Cognitive-behavior 
therapy; Schizophrenia; Psychotic disorder; Treatment; 
Distress; Functional impairment
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Core tip: Auditory hallucinations (AHs), especially 
command hallucinations, represent a special problem for 
the clinical management of schizophrenia and contribute 
significantly to distress and disability related to this 
disorder. The aim of this article is to review the current 
knowledge and evidence on the efficacy of cognitive-
behavior therapy interventions in AHs. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Hallucinations can be defined as sensory experiences 
in any sensory modality, occurring in the absence of 
a corresponding external stimulation whilst in a fully 
conscious state, and resembling veridical perceptions[1-3]. 

In schizophrenia, hallucinations occur with a high fre-
quency of up to 50%-80%[4]. Among hallucinations, 
auditory hallucinations (AHs) are considered the highest, 
with prevalence estimates in schizophrenia ranging 
between 40% and 80%[5-7]. 

AHs, especially command hallucinations, are also 
associated with an increased risk of harmful or dang-
erous actions[8-13]. Shawyer et al[8] reported a median 
53% prevalence of command hallucinations in adult 
participants with psychiatric disorders, 48% of these 
participants said the commands stipulated harmful or 
dangerous actions, rising to 69% for participants in 
medium secure unit. However, the link between the 
presence of command hallucinations and harm to self or 
others is not straightforward. In the MaCarthur study[14], 
no association was reported between the presence of 
delusions or command hallucinations and violence. 
Thoughts about violence, however, were a strong pre-
dictor of violence 6 mo later[14].

Besides the high prevalence, AHs experienced in 
psychotic illness contribute significantly to distress 
and disability[8]. Indeed, several clinical studies show 
that AHs appraised as malevolent are significantly and 
positively associated with distress[9-11]. These findings 
were confirmed in a recent systematic review by Mawson 
et al[12]. 

Antipsychotic agents are considered to be the first 
choice for the treatment of psychotic symptoms[15], but 
at least one third of patients exhibit persistent psychotic 
symptoms, despite drug treatment[16]. Treatment of drug-
resistant patients can be complicated by adverse effects, 
due to the use of second-line drugs such as Clozapine[17] 
or combination therapy with multiple antipsychotic 
agents[18]. Moreover, there are many concerns regarding 
patients’ refusal to adhere with drug regimes[19] and 
long-term compliance to therapy[20]. Consequently, there 
is a growing interest on psychological interventions, 
which are now recognized as important components of 
a comprehensive therapeutic approach in the treatment 
of schizophrenia. AHs are some of the most prominent 
and distressing of the treatment-resistant symptoms, 
and command hallucinations are the most high risk of 
these[21]. Command hallucinations represent a special 
problem for the clinical management of psychosis. 
Previous research suggests cognitive-behavior therapy 
(CBT) to be a useful treatment for reducing compliance 
with harmful command hallucinations[8,22].

Specifically, CBT applied to the treatment of command 
hallucinations does not focus on reducing the experience 
of voices, but on reducing the perceived power of voices 
to harm the individual and to motivate compliance[8,22]. 
Indeed, the main rationale is that by challenging key 
beliefs about the power of commanding voices, the 
patients would show a lower level of compliance and 
appeasement behavior and an increase in resistance to 
the same voices. In a recent meta-analysis, van der Gaag 
et al[23] showed that CBT is effective in the treatment of 
AHs and delusions. Specifically, individually tailored case 
formulation CBT showed larger effect-size than broad 
CBT including standard training programs. However, in 
this study va der Gaag et al[23] have considered both the 
AHs that delusions. 

The aim of our review is to provide an updated 
overview on the efficacy of CBT interventions in AHs. 
Specifically, we focus on the efficacy of CBT in reducing 
command hallucinations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This is a review of the literature published between 
2011 and 2016 on trials using CBT targeted on AHs in 
schizophrenia and related psychotic disorders. 

A comprehensive literature search of the PubMed/
MEDLINE, Cochrane Library, the Cumulative Index to 
Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINHAL), Psyc-
INFO, ClinicalTrial.gov databases were conducted. A 
search algorithm based on a combination of the terms: 
(hallucinations) AND (behavioral therapy OR cognitive 
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therapy) was used. Moreover the bibliographies of 
the most relevant published articles in the field were 
screened. The last update of the search was on March 
2016. Data on efficacy, acceptability and tolerability 
were extracted by three authors independently (Franco 
De Crescenzo, Maria Laura Pucciarini, Maria Pontillo). 
Disagreements were resolved in a consensus meeting 
or by another reviewer (Marco Armando). No language 
limits were used.

The search algorithm resulted in 212 articles, of 
which 38 referred to potentially eligible studies. Of these, 
30 articles were non-empirical studies, reviews and 
commentaries. We found a total pool of eight studies on 
CBT for the treatment of AHs. 

Two randomized clinical trials (RCTs)[21,24] and six 
observational studies[25-30] fulfilled the inclusion criteria. 
In terms of evidence-based medicine, the quality of 
these studies was moderate.

We decided to focus on the past five years (2011-2016) 
because this is the period in which CBT models specifically 
targeted on AHs were developed. In fact, for the previous 
period, van der Gaag et al[23] (2014) had already published 
a meta-analysis. However, this meta-analysis does not 
focus specifically on AHs.

In Figure 1 are represented the search strategy with 
inclusion/exclusion criteria for the papers.

RESULTS 
RCTs
During the last four years two RCTs have been conducted, 
proving the efficacy of CBT for the treatment of AHs, both 
were specifically on Command Hallucinations. Details on 
the methodologies and results of the studies are shown in 
Table 1.

Shawyer et al[24] evaluated the efficacy of a cognitive 
behavioural intervention model called Treatment of 
Resistant Command Hallucinations (TORCH) compared 

with befriending, which is a fully manualised control 
intervention[31] that provides the patients with the same 
amount of therapist engagement and expectancy as 
CBT. The treatment program was conducted for 15 
weekly sessions lasting approximately 50 min and with 
a follow up at six months. Despite TORCH participants 
subjectively reporting greater improvement in command 
hallucinations compared to Befriending participants, 
the study found no significant group differences in the 
primary outcome (e.g., degree of compliance with 
harmful command hallucinations), nor in the secondary 
outcomes (e.g., severity illness, global functioning, level 
of distress related to command hallucinations, quality of 
life), based on blinded assessment data.

Birchwood et al[21] performed a multi-centre RCT of 
Cognitive Therapy for Command Hallucinations (CTCH)[32] 
which is a subtype of CBT specifically targeted on AHs, 
compared to usual treatment, on 197 participants with 
command hallucinations, to prevent harmful compliance. 
This RCT was programmed to follow the patients for 
19 sessions, delivered steadily over the 9 mo post-
randomisation. The results showed a better efficacy of 
CTCH respect to treatment as usual.

Both the studies[21,24] were powered on the com-
pliance behavior to voices. In Shawyer et al[24] the Voices 
Acceptance and Action Scale (VAAS)[33] was used, while 
in Birchwood et al[21] the Voice Compliance Scale (VCS)[34] 
was preferred.

The two RCTs differed in many ways. First of all, 
Shawyer et al[24] did not find any statistical difference 
between the treatments considered (TORCH vs befriending). 
Birchwood et al[21] is a much larger trial which found a 
significant difference between the treatments considered 
(CBT vs treatment as usual) and which was based and 
powered on a previous pilot study[22]. The comparisons 
used for the two RCTs were different as well. In Shawyer et 
al[24] the intervention “befriending” was used. It has a similar 
amount of therapist engagement and expectancy as CBT, 
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212 abstracts screened

36 studies reviewed in full 
text

174 articles excluded because no 
direct link with the main subject

212 abstracts retrieved 
through database searching

8 studies included:
  2 RCT studies on efficacy of CBT for AHs[24,25]

  6 observational studies on efficacy of CBT for AHs[26-31]

28 full text articles excluded:
  Reviews editorials or letters;
  Comments, conference proceedings;
  Studies conducted without a control group

Figure 1  Flow chart of literature review. 
AHs: Auditory hallucinations; CBT: Cognitive-
behavior therapy; RCT: Randomized clinical 
trial.
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groups on confidence to resist harmful commands at 
endpoint or follow up. On the other hand in Birchwood 
et al[21] the CTCH intervention showed to be significantly 
superior to the usual treatment and the efficacy 
interpreted as the effect that is common to the 9 and 18 
mo follow-up points, was calculated as an odds ratio of 

with similar drop-out rates[35]. Befriending involves a series 
of conversations that resemble conversations with a friendly 
social acquaintance. In Birchwood et al[21] the treatment as 
usual[15] was used as comparison.

On the one hand, in Shawyer et al[24] no differences 
were found between or within the TORCH and befriending 
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Table 1  Randomized clinical trials of cognitive behavioral therapy for auditory hallucinations

Ref. Sample Methods Criteria for diagnosis Criteria for outcome Focused treatment Results Follow-up

Shawyer et 
al[14]

n = 44
Mean age: 39

RCT (1) diagnosis of 
schizophrenia or related 
condition based on DSM-
IV criteria
(2) command 
hallucinations within 
the previous 6 mo 
that caused distress or 
dysfunction despite 
treatment with 
antipsychotic medication 
at therapeutic doses

Assessor-rated degree of 
compliance with harmful 
command hallucinations 
on a scale of 0-7
Self-rated confidence to 
resist obeying harmful 
commands and confidence 
in coping with general 
commands on a scale of 
0-100
PANSS
Modified GAF
PSYRATS
Quality of Life Enjoyment 
and Satisfaction 
Questionnaire
Client Satisfaction 
Questionnaire
VAAS
BAVQ-R
8-item self-report Insight 
Scale
RSQ

Randomized to 15 sessions 
of the intervention 
“TORCH” or the control, 
Befriending. A sub-sample 
of 17 participants was 
randomized to a waitlist 
control before being 
allocated to TORCH or 
Befriending
Pharmacological treatment: 
Chlorpromazine equivalent 
dose (mg) Mean = 742.9 SD 
= 388.7

Confidence to 
resist harmful 
CHs (P = n.s.)
Confidence in 
coping with 
CHs (P < 0.01)
PANSS total (P 
< 0.05)
Modified GAF 
(P = n.s.)
Distress 
PSYRATS (P < 
0.01)
Disruption 
PSYRATS (P < 
0.01)
Quality of Life ( 
P < 0.05)
VAAS (P = n.s.)
BAVQ-R (P = 
n.s.)

6-mo

Birchwood 
et al[15] 

n = 197
Mean age: 37.4

RCT (1) ICD-10 schizophrenia, 
schizoaffective, or mood 
disorders, under care of a 
clinical team
(2) history of harmful 
command hallucinations 
of at least 6 mo duration 
with recent (< 9 mo) 
history of harm to self, 
others or major social 
transgressions as a result 
of the commands (full 
or partial compliance); 
or harmful command 
hallucinations where the 
individual is distressed 
and appeasing the 
powerful voice

VCS
VPD
Personal knowledge 
questionnaire/omniscience 
scale
BAVQ-R
PSYRATS
Calgary Depression Rating 
Scale for Schizophrenia
Beck Hopeleness Scale
Beck Scale for Suicidal 
Ideation
PANSS

Randomized to cognitive 
Therapy for command 
Hallucinations + treatment 
as usual or treatment as 
usual alone
Adherence to cognitive 
therapy was excellent: only 
12 (12%) of 98 participants 
not attending any sessions, 
and 79 (81%) completing 
the therapy (all manualised 
elements)
Pharmacological treatment: 
Olanzapine equivalents 
dose (mg) 25.79 (SD: 21.73).

RSQ (P = n.s.)
VCS 
experimental 
group: 41; 
control group: 
49
VPD total, 
experimental 
group: 21.31; 
control group: 
23.98
Personal 
knowledge 
questionnaire 
(P = 0.09)
BAVQ-R (P = 
n.s.)
PSYRATS total 
(P = n.s.)
Calgary 
Depression 
Rating Scale for 
Schizophrenia 
(P = n.s.)
Beck Scale 
for Suicidal 
Ideation (P = 
n.s.)
PANSS total (P 
= n.s.)

18-mo 

AHs: Auditory hallucinations; BAVQ-R: Beliefs about the voices questionnaire-revised; CHs: Command hallucinations; GAF: Global assessment of 
functioning scale; n.s.: Not significant; PANSS: Positive and negative syndrome scale; RCT: Randomized clinical trial; PSYRATS: Psychotic symptom rating 
scale; RSQ: Recovery style questionnaire; VAAS: Voices acceptance and action scale; VCS: Voice compliance scale; VPD: Voice power differential scale.
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0.574 (95%CI: 0.33-0.98, P = 0.042). Both the trials had 
high quality and a low risk of bias (Table 1).

Non-RCT clinical studies
We found six non-RCT studies examining the efficacy of 
CBT for AHs in patients with psychosis. Details on the 
methodologies and results of the studies are shown in 
Table 2.

In the latest study, Zanello et al[30] investigated 
the effectiveness of a group cognitive behavioural 
therapy for AHs, the Voices Group, in 41 patients 
with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorders. The 
program Voices Group was conducted for seven specific 
sessions. The results showed a significant reduction in 
the severity of AHs (P < 0.005) and in total symptoms 
severity score of BPRS 4.0 [Brief Psychiatric Rating 
Scale[36]; without hallucination (P < 0.01)]. This result 
remained stable after the 6-mo follow-up.

Thomas et al[25] conducted an open label trial on 
the efficacy of CBT in reducing AHs in 33 subjects with 
schizophrenia. They also investigated the role of insight, 
beliefs about the origin of hallucinations, negative 
symptoms and cognitive disorganization as predictors 
of the outcome. The study observed post-treatment 
improvements in hallucination severity when AHs were 
considered a specific target of psychological treatment. 
Only overall negative symptoms showed a significant 
negative correlation on (rpb = -0.60, P = 0.001) with 
outcome. This effect appeared to be independent of 
length of illness, drop-out and number of sessions.

Mortan et al[26] evaluated the effectiveness of a 
group-based CBT program for AHs on 7 inpatients with 
schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders compared 
to 5 in patients treated with treatment as usual. The CBT 
treatment program was conducted for 9-10 sessions 
twice/wk. The results showed a significant reduction (P 
< 0.005) in the severity and frequency of hallucinations, 
delusions, negative symptoms, distress and anxiety after 
group-based CBT. 

A case study by Hutton and Morrison[27] described 
the effectiveness of brief CBT (12 wk) in an 18-year-
old male with psychotic disorder and AHs who refused 
antipsychotic medication. By week 12, the frequency 
and duration of AHs had reduced to zero. 

Dannahy et al[28] examined the impact of group 
person-based cognitive therapy (PBCT) for distressing 
voices in a sample of 62 participants with treatment-
resistance and subjectively distressing voices. Participants 
were divided in nine groups and PBCT was conducted 
over 8-12 sessions. Results demonstrated significant 
improvements in the outcomes measure of general well-
being (P < 0.001), voice-distress (P < 0.001), control (P 
< 0.01) and dependence upon voice (P < 0.05).

Gottlieb et al[29] tested the feasibility and effects of 
a 10 session web-based CBT for AHs in a sample of 17 
individuals with schizophrenia spectrum disorder. Results 
showed a significant reduction of AHs, including the 
perception of voices as an outside entity and intensity 

of negative commentary. Interestingly, participants 
improved in depression and delusion severity, although 
these symptoms were not directly targeted in the 
program.

DISCUSSION
The present review describes the efficacy of CBT in 
patients with AHs. In summary, the two RCTs included 
showed a greater efficacy of CBT compared to standard 
care on AHs. However, in Shawyer et al[24], TORCH 
participants subjectively reporting greater improvement 
in command hallucinations compared to Befriending but 
no significant group differences on primary outcome 
measure that was level of compliance with harmful 
command hallucination. In Birchwood et al[21] instead, 
CTCH participants showed an improvement in this 
measure. 

One possible explanation of the discrepancy between 
the two RCTs in term of efficacy on reducing level of 
compliance with harmful command hallucinations is that, 
within the general framework of CBT, different theoretical 
approach can play a different role on the efficacy of the 
intervention. Indeed, the two RCTs were built on different 
theoretical frameworks. The TORCH framework is based 
on the “acceptance” of voices by “cultivating the capacity 
to just notice voices and associated thoughts rather than 
believing and acting on them”. The CTCH focuses on 
targeting individuals’ appraisals, behavior and affect, and 
not necessarily symptoms. It is based on the nature of 
the relationship with the personified voice. Therefore, if 
the voice hearer believes the voice to have malevolent 
intent, and crucially to have the power to deliver the 
threat, this can motivate compliance or appeasement 
behavior. In addition, in Shawyer et al[24] the intervention 
“befriending” was used as the control condition and 
it has a similar amount of therapist engagement and 
expectancy as CBT. This is likely to have resulted in 
smaller between-group effect sizes respect to Birchwood 
et al[21]. 

As regards non RCT-studies, all papers included 
showed reduction on frequency and severity of AHs and 
distress related to them. However, the lack of content 
details and on rationales within non-RCTs studies de-
creases their comparability and therefore the chance to 
draw final conclusions.

In terms of predictive variables, negative symptoms 
appeared to be the strongest predictor of the treatment 
efficacy. It may be that negative symptoms are a barrier 
to treatment specific to hallucinations, although it would 
be important to verify this association in other studies. 
However, based on this finding, it is possible to propose 
that negative symptoms interfere with engagement in 
therapy, in rapport with the therapist, and completion to 
homework. This might lead to modifications of CBT to 
treatment for the presence of negative symptoms, such 
as the use of more behavioral methods.

Some limitations and strenghts should be con-
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Table 2  Non randomized clinical trials of cognitive behavioral therapy for auditory hallucinations

Ref. Sample Methods Criteria for diagnosis Criteria for outcome Focused treatment Results Follow-up

Zanello et 
al[21]

n = 41
age-range: 
18-65

Naturalistic
Study

(1) Diagnosis of 
a schizophrenia 
or schizoaffective 
disorder
(2) Current  AHs in 
the form of voices, 
occurring at least once 
per week

Reduction of AHs: 
BPRS
Total symptom 
severity without AHs: 
BPRS

7 sessions of CBT based 
upon the program “Voice 
Group” of Wikes et al 1999
Pharmacological treatment:
  New antipsychotic
  Combined antipsychotic
  Anxiolytic, mood 
stabilizer, hypnotic or 
antidepressant medication
Dosage: Changed when 
clinically required

Decrease in the 
hallucinations item score 
 of Bprs (P < 0.05)
Decrease in the total 
symptoms severity score
 of BPRS (P < 0.01)

6-mo

Thomas et 
al[16]

n = 33
Mean age: 
36.4

Non-RCT
Open trial

1) Diagnosis of a 
schizophrenia or 
schizoaffective 
disorder
(2) Current  AHs in 
the form of voices, 
occurring at least once 
per week
(3) Voices associated 
with significant 
subjective distress
(4) History of 
voices for at least 
one year; and (5) 
currently prescribed 
antipsychotic 
medication

Correlation between 
PSYRATS,
PANSS,
SAI and Outcome
Main Outcome 
measure: Improvement 
of five points of more 
on the 
PSYSTRATS 

24 sessions of CBT based 
upon the manual of Fowler 
et al (1995)
Pharmacological treatment:
Chlorpromazine-equivalent
pre-treatment: M = 793.1 
mg, SD = 468.6 mg; 
post–treatment: M = 768.1 
mg, SD = 473.8 mg

Only negative symptoms 
showed a
 statistically correlation 
with outcome (rpb = 
-0.60; P ≤ 0.001)

None

Mortan et 
al[17] 

n = 12
age range: 
18-55

Pilot study (1) Criteria for 
schizophrenia or 
schizoaffective based 
on DSM-IV-R (SCID I)
(2) At least 1 
psychotic attack with 
hospitalization
(3) Ongoing  AHs
(4) Use of oral 
and injectable 
antipsychotic

Presence of Positive 
Symptoms: SAPS
Presence of Negative 
Symptoms: SANS
Comorbid symptoms: 
BDI
HDI

9-10 sessions of CBT upon 
the manual of Morrison, 
2002, Goldberg, 2007) 
Pharmacological treatment: 
Oral and injectable 
antipsychotic medication

 Difference between 
pre-treatment and post-
treatment
 Treatment goup:
   SAPS hallucination 
subscale score (P = 0.027)
   SAPS delusion sub-
scale score (P = 0.028)
   SANS total scored (P = 
0.046)
 KSQ (P = n.s.)
 BDI (P = n.s.)
 Control group:
   SAPS hallucination 
subscale score (P = n.s.)
   SAPS delusion sub-
scale score (P = n.s.)
 SANS total scored (P = 
n.s.)
 BDI (P = 0.043)
 HDI (P = n.s.)

1-yr
post-
treatment 
follow-up

Hutton et 
al[18]

Single 
case,
An 
18-year-
old man

Case report Criteria for 
schizophrenia 
spectrum disorder 
based on DSM-IV
Symptoms and 
psychosocial 
functioning: GAF; 
BPRS;
Clinical questionnaire

Positive Symptoms:
PSYRATS/CAARMS
Beliefs about control of  
AHs:
IVI

Brief CBT upon the 
mindfulness approach
Pharmacological treatment: 
None

 Pre-treatment:
 IVI score: 62
 Post treatment:
 IVI score 2
 The frequency and 
 duration of AHs had 
reduced to zero

1, 3, 4, 9 
mo post 
therapy

Dannahy 
et al[19]

n = 62 
divided 
in nine 
groups 

Pilot study The individual had 
been experiencing 
treatment-resistant 
and subjectively 
distressing voices for 
at least the preceding 

Primary outcome 
measure:
  Improve general 
psychosocial well-
being (CORE-OM);
Secondary measures:

Group person-based 
cognitive 
Therapy (PBCT) conducted 
over 8-12 sessions based 
upon the manual of 
Chadwick et al (2006)
Pharmacological treatment: 
Standard psychiatric care

CORE-OM
 Total score:
  Post-group: 1.90b (0.70)
VOICE-DISTRESS Total 
score:

 1 mo
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Mean age: 
41.1
SD: 9.2

2 yr, with the voice-
distress rated at 3 or 
greater on at least one 
of the two PSYRATS 
voice-distress items

Reduce distress and 
perceived voice-
control;
Evaluate the 
relationship with 
voice (VAY)

Group person-based cognitive 
Therapy (PBCT) conducted over 
8-12 sessions based upon the 
manual of Chadwick et al (2006)
Pharmacological treatment: 
Standard psychiatric care

Post-group: 3.57b 
(0.83)
VOICE-CONTROL 
total score:
Post-group: 53.47b 
(23.59)
VAY Voice 
Dependence total 
score:
  Post group: 6.76 
(5.69)
VAY Voice 
Intrusiveness total 
score:
  Post group: 9.03 
(4.32)
VAY Voice 
Dominance total 
score:
- Post group: 14.46 
(6.37)
VAY Hearer distance 
total score:
  Post group: 12.93 
(5.93)

Gottlieb 
et al[20]

n = 17 
Mean age: 
40.10

SD: 13.63

Pilot study (1) Criteria for 
schizophrenia, 
schizoaffective 
disorder, or psychosis, 
NOS based on DSM-
IV
(2) At least 
“moderate” level of  
AHs severity over 
the past week (BPRS 
Hallucinations item 4 
or higher);
(3) Between the ages 
of 18-65;
(4) No exposure to 
CBTp within the past 
3 yr
(5) No current 
suicidal ideation or 
hospitalization within 
the past month
(6) Taking a 
stable dose of 
an antipsychotic 
medication for at least 
one month;
(7) No active 
substance abuse/
dependence
(8) MMSE score ≥ 24)

Primary outcomes:
  Reduce the 
frequency, 
intensity, loudness, 
associated distress, 
perceived degree of 
controllability of, and 
interference from  
AHs (PSYRATS)
Secondary outcomes:
  Evaluate beliefs 
about  AHs 
(BAVQ-R);
  Evaluate overall 
psychopathology 
(BPRS), and 
depression (BDI-II) 

Web-based cognitive-behavioral 
therapy for  AHs:
- 10 session:
- psychoeducational video 
tutorials
- games
- interactive exercises
- social network to examine the 
coping strategies of other users.
Pharmacological treatment: stable 
dose of antipsychotic medication 
for at least one month

Significant 
reductions from 
baseline to post-
treatment in several 
measures of  AHs 
and in overall 
psychopathology on 
the BPRS:
 
  PSYRATS  AHs
subscale total: P = 
0.007
  PSYRATS  AHs 
Subscale:
  Voices location:  P = 
0.029
  Voices intensity of 
negative statements:  
P = 0.049
  PSYRATS delusions 
subscale
total:  P = 0.101
  BPRS total score:  P 
= 0.001
  BPRS Subscale:
  BPRS Psychosis:  P 
= 0.002
- BPRS Depression:  
P = 0.004
  BPRS Activation:  P 
= 0.001
  BAVQ-R total score:  
P = 0.902 (n.s.)
  BDI-II-total score:  P 
= 0.085 (n.s.)

None

bP < 0.001. BPRS: Brief psychiatric rating scale; PSYRATS: Psychotic symptom rating scale; PANSS: The positive and negative syndrome scale for 
schizophrenia; SAI: The Schedule for the Assessment of Insight; SCID-I: Structured Clinical Interview for DSM; SAPS: Scale for the assessment of positive 
symptoms; SANS: Scale for the assessment of negative symptoms; BDI-II: The Back Depression Inventory II; HDI: Hamilton depression inventory; 
CAARMS: Comprehensive Assessment of At-Risk Mental States; GAF: Global Assessment of functioning; IVI: Interpretation Voices of Inventory; CORE-
OM: Clinical outcomes in routine evaluation-outcome measure; VAY: Voice and You; BAVQ-R: The Belief about Voices Questionnaire-Revised; MMSE: 
Mini Mental State Examination; AHs: Auditory hallucinations.
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sidered in our review. Firstly, the role and the possible 
interference of antipsychotic medications with psycho-
therapy should be further assessed in the primary 
studies. Secondly, there is a discrepancy of study design 
and outcome measures between studies, which did 
not allow a quantitative analysis of the results. Thirdly, 
most studies are only preliminary and underpowered. 
Among strenghts, we have two RCTs with 241 individuals 
randomized in total and both of them conclude that CBT 
may be an alternative for individuals with schizophrenia 
who experience AHs despite antipsychotic treatment.

Overall, several CBT models were tested in the 
studies included. Apart TORCH and CTCH, Mindfulness 
approach, PBCT or web-based CBT were used. 

We propose that further RCTs are needed. In par-
ticular, based on our findings, future studies should be 
drawn with reference to validated theoretical framework 
that predicts individuals’ compliance with voices and the 
associated distress, rather than the presence of psychotic 
symptoms per se. This validated theoretical framework 
should also consider the role of negative symptoms in 
predicting the effectiveness of the intervention on Ahs.

Finally, due to the efficacy and high tolerability 
and acceptability of RCT-studies, we believe that the 
treatment with CBT should be integrated into standard 
care for AHs, taking into account that individuals with 
AHs and command hallucinations especially, and more 
in general with psychotic disorders, show often a poor 
compliance to pharmacological treatments. 

COMMENTS
Backgrounds
In schizophrenia, auditory hallucinations (AHs) occur with a high frequency 
ranging between 40% and 80%. AHs, especially command hallucinations, 
are also associated with an increased risk of harmful or dangerous actions 
and are some of the most prominent of the pharmacological treatment-
resistant symptoms. Consequently, there is a growing interest on psychological 
interventions. The aim of this review is to provide an updated of recent findings 
about efficacy of cognitive-behavior therapy (CBT) in reduction of command 
hallucinations. 

Research frontiers
Previous research suggests CBT to be a useful treatment for reducing 
compliance with harmful command hallucinations. Specifically, CBT applied 
to the treatment of command hallucinations does not focus on reducing the 
experience of voices, but on reducing the perceived power of voices to harm 
the individual and to motivate compliance. Indeed, the main rationale is that by 
challenging key beliefs about the power of commanding voices, the patients 
would show a lower level of compliance and appeasement behavior and an 
increase in resistance to the same voices.

Innovations and breakthroughs
In literature evidence on efficacy of CBT in reduction of command hallucinations 
are still few. Only in recent years CBT models specifically targeted on AHs were 
developed. Studies published in the last five years were critically reviewed by 
the authors who make a comparison between the current existing CBT models 
for AHs and data to support each.

Applications
This review suggests that the treatment with CBT should be integrated 
into standard care for AHs, taking into account that individuals with AHs 
and command hallucinations especially show often a poor compliance to 

pharmacological treatments. 

Terminology
AHs can be defined as sensory experiences in auditory modality, occurring in 
the absence of a corresponding external stimulation whilst in a fully conscious 
state, and resembling veridical perceptions. CBT is a psychosocial intervention 
that is the most widely used evidence-based practice for treating mental 
disorders. CBT focuses on the development of personal coping strategies that 
target solving current symptoms and changing unhelpful patterns in cognitions 
(e.g., thoughts, beliefs, and attitudes), behaviors, and emotional regulation.

Peer-review
The topic is interesting, informative and useful for a clinician. The paper is 
clearly written.
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